
ETERNA™ SPINAL CORD
STIMULATION SYSTEM

Plug the power adapter into 
an electrical outlet. 

HOW TO CHARGE YOUR CHARGER HOW TO CHARGE YOUR CHARGER HOW TO CHARGE YOUR CHARGER HOW TO CHARGE YOUR CHARGERHere is what you need to get started:

Power adapter

Place the charger on a stable 
surface like a table or on the floor.

QUICK START 
CHARGING 
GUIDE

This quick start guide is not meant to be a substitute for  
reading the Charging System (Model 16000) User Guide  
for the Eterna™ SCS System.

Connect the charging cable 
and power adapter.

Plug charging cable into charger. 
Once it is fully charged, all segments 
of the battery icon will illuminate  
for 60 seconds and then turn off.

Unplug the charger from the 
charging cable. Press the power 
icon to turn on the charger. All 
three icons illuminate briefly and 
the charger beeps once if the 
sound is enabled. 
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Charging apparel

Charger

Charging cable

CHARGING YOUR GENERATOR CHARGING YOUR GENERATOR
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ONLY CHARGE GENERATOR 
WHILE YOU ARE AWAKE  
so that you can stop the charger
if charging becomes uncomfortable.

Insert the charger fully into the 
mesh pocket of the charging 
apparel with the icons facing the 
opening of the pocket.
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Steps continue on reverse side
Note: While the charger is charging, it cannot be used 
to charge the generator. 



Charger Sounds
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EVENT CHARGER SOUND

Power on 1 beep

Volume on 1 beep

Power off 2 beeps

Error 3 beeps every 5 seconds

Low battery 3 beeps every 5 minutes

Generator found short, repeating beeps

Generator  
charging started

2 beeps
low tone then high tone

Generator  
charging stopped  
(not aligned)

2 beeps
high tone then low tone

Generator  
charging complete  
(fully charged)

3 beeps
low tone, high tone,  
then low tone

 To confirm charging is occurring, 
note any one of the following:

• If the charger sound is enabled
in the charger settings on the
patient controller, the charger
beeps when charging begins.
When charging is in progress,
the charger will not beep.

• The charger power icon begins
blinking slowly.

• The patient controller displays the
charging status and the generator
battery level.

If you do not note any of these 
indicators, charging is not occurring.
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CHARGING YOUR GENERATOR CHARGING YOUR GENERATOR CHARGING YOUR GENERATOR CHARGING YOUR GENERATOR CHARGING YOUR GENERATOR Charger Indicators
ICON CHARGER LIGHT

Power icon illuminates when  
the charger is turned on. When 
the charger is charging the 
generator, the power icon blinks 
slowly. When the charger is in 
pairing mode, the power icon 
blinks quickly.

Battery icon illuminates in 
segments to indicate the charger 
battery level. While the charger 
is being charged, a segment of 
the battery icon blinks.

Adjust the velcro strap so the 
apparel is secure around your  
waist and the charger is on top 
of your generator.

 3 When the generator enters the 
charging zone, it beeps continuously 
until charging begins. 

  5 When the generator is fully 
charged, the charger beeps  
3 times every 10 seconds  
(if sound is enabled). Turn off 
the charger before removing  
the charging apparel.  
You can confirm  
that the generator  
is fully charged  
on your patient  
controller.
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WARNING: You may perceive an increase in temperature at the 
generator site while you charge. Ensure that the area around the 
charger is well ventilated and not covered by an insulating material 
such as a blanket. If you feel discomfort while recharging your 
generator, stop using the charger and refer to “Troubleshooting” 
on page 16 of your Charging System Model 16000 User's Guide. 
If the discomfort persists, contact your clinician. Only charge your 
generator while you are awake so you can stop the charger if 
charging becomes uncomfortable.

Ensure the elastic edges of the 
pocket overlap and fully cover the 
charger, then wrap the charging 
apparel around your waist so the 
charger is over your generator.
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If the charger cannot find the generator within 90 seconds, 
it turns off automatically. If the charger turns off, press the 
power icon through the mesh pocket to turn the charger 
back on and realign it over your generator.




